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          Error message

              The page you requested does not exist. For your convenience, a search was performed using the query whitepaper newyorkcoin pdf.
      




                                                            
  
          

      
  

  




      
      
      
        
          
        
      
    
    


About searching
  


  




Your search yielded no results.
	Check if your spelling is correct.
	Remove quotes around phrases to search for each word individually. bike shed will often show more results than "bike shed".
	Consider loosening your query with OR. bike OR shed will often show more results than bike shed.



  

  


              

                              
              
                                                                
  
          

      
    
Cryptocurrency Price Rates
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            Bitcoin halving

    
    

        



  
                                                            
  
          

      
            Halving is a unique mechanism used in cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin to limit the number of coins in the market, potentially increasing their value. During a halving event, the reward for miners is halved. This process repeats at regular intervals - for Bitcoin, every 210,000 blocks. The next Bitcoin halving is anticipated to occur around April 12, 2024, when the reward for miners will decrease from 6.25 BTC to 3.125 BTC, happening at the mining of block number 840,000. The exact date and time of the halving are not fixed, as they depend on the speed of block mining. Halving is not exclusive to Bitcoin and also affects other cryptocurrencies like Litecoin, Bitcoin Cash, and Ravencoin.
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            The complete guide to cryptocurrencies for beginners and advanced users alike.

            Some data are from Coingecko

            The content provided on this website is for informational purposes only and is not intended as financial advice. We do not accept any liability for losses or damages resulting from decisions made based on the information presented here. Investment in cryptocurrencies is subject to market risks and should be done at your own discretion and understanding of these risks.
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